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ABSTRACT 

The radiator is one of the compact heat exchanger and it has been used in all automobile industries and 

somewhere else. In this project looks that the comparison of various fluids such likes normal water and combination 

of water with aloe Vera can be used in radiator as fluid to improve high effectiveness of radiator. However, each and 

every fluid has to utilize different test on radiator. Here we concluded that each test on radiator made on different 

ability of material walls like high emissivity and high conductivity. Simultaneously tests were conducted and finally 

aloe Vera fluid with high emissivity of walls can allow maximum heat transfer from the radiator. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Radiator is one of the compact types of heat exchanger which is being used in all automobile industries and 

domestic industries. This project focuses on the greenhouse gas emission control fixed by our Indian management 

for the upcoming year, in the way that we can use energy at home to focus and achieve more efficiency and which 

is more important and finest way to achieve this, in the short to medium term is to promote existing housing 

arrangement to make it an energy efficient as conceivable. Scheme of this projects have begun in the year of 1970s 

and then the amount of global domestic heat loss have fallen gradually because of the developments constructed in 

the levels of non-conductors or insulators. Energy auditing in every country should be made compulsory because of 

its immeasurable importance.   

The main criterion of this project is looking into innovative methods for increasing household thermal 

efficiency. This project focuses on the effect of wall surface roughness and emissivity on home radiator heat output. 

Surfaces with a higher emissivity and roughness were placed behind a radiator at an optimum distance and that 

distance is calculated by the method of vertical length of the radiator to number of separation occurs in the radiator. 

There are four walls prepared with different roughness and emissivity using plain wall, black, aluminium, and grill 

gold enamel paints. The tests were conducted using the four walls and the heat loss from the radiator has been 

calculated. From the additional investigation it was established that these effects were produced by the wall heating 

up due to its greater emissivity and also it having different absorbing abilities. This heating in chance formed a 

convective surface after the radiator which generates the mass flow rate of air. The addition of roughness walls to 

increase the surface area and heat transfer rate produces an effect which can create more turbulence in particular air 

gap after the radiator. From this project we can prove that the black coated wall have done the higher performance. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Table.1. Component’s Specifications 

Specification Quantity 

Car  radiator  with  expanding  foam insulating one side and the size of the radiator is 350mm×500mm. 1 

Immerged heater to heat the water 3KW Capacity 1 

Drum for keeping the water to flow 1 

Control valves to regulate the water flow 2 

Water   pump   operating   at   60W- 2000RPM and flow rate of the pump is 16.8 lt/m. 1 

CPVC pipes are used to carrying the water (20 Feet each pipe) 2 

36 grit coarse grain sandpaper 6 

RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector) to measure accurate temperature 8 

Data logger to display the various temperature readings 1 

Here the radiator has coupled above the floor is 87.5 mm, 29.1 mm apart from the wall surface. The 

thermocouples were arranged on the radiator top, bottom and middle potion, front and back of the wall, inlet and 

outlet pipe and in the air gap after the radiator. A thermocouple has used to take the ambient air temperature readings 

and the thermocouple linked to the data logger was attached to the radiator inlet pipe for temperature reaction. The 

maximum temperature of the radiator is 700c and mass flow rate of hot water 16.8 lt/m, which can circulate by the 

external work of 60w pump. Here the temperature fall or heat loss will be occur due the radiator work, the temperature 

reading has been taken until the hot fluid attains the steady state level. Even though, it was consequently establish 

that this could not be accomplished deprived of stopping the mass flow rate of water entirely. Every test surfaces 

constructed of 6 sheets of 36 grit coarse grain sandpaper and bonded above the test wall by the help of glue. The 

surface was then cut to a 350mm x 500mm rectangular size to match with radiator. First of all the paints are sprayed 
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over the roughness wall after that which can consider as test wall. Different types of material paints have been chosen 

for each of the tests. A thermocouple used for finding the atmosphere temperature. 

Aloe Vera Preparation: Aloe Vera is the one of the natural and renewable source and those plants probably grows 

in desert and dry lands. Always aloe Vera seems to be a good medicine and research process. It contains more 

humidity jelly. But, at the same time it gets high viscosity rather than water. Finally implementation of Aloe Vera 

concentration is set to be good fluid for heat exchanger. Many tests have conducted on radiator through aloe Vera 

fluid % aloe Vera as fluid with the mixer of 95% water for only consideration of fluid property. Major research is 

focused on sustainable energy solution with major emphasis on energy efficient and use of renewable energy. 

 
Fig.1. Aloe Vera concentration in water vs. Effectiveness 

Experimental Layout: Preplanned work always is ready to expose the knowledge to do the next level of project. 

The overall idea derived through the schematic layout what we have to purchase and which dimensions are utilizing 

to give the better adoptive with finishing stage. Layout of every component has planned in correct manner as shown 

below. 

 
Fig.2. Overall Layout 

Experimental Setup: From the idea of experiment layout that heavy works was minimized and pump arrangement 

and some components are placed in different manner due to compact size and water flow circulation. Various kind 

of fluid used for taking different test readings, even though after each test has completed the collecting tank will 

clean in cyclic manner because it never changes other fluid properties. 

 
Fig.3. Experimental Setup 

Thermocouple Arrangement: In that project looks that working method is under various temperature 

considerations and every temperature is sensing by thermocouple arrangement. Basically thermocouples are 

classified by temperature range. So, the selection of thermocouples is much difficult instead of components selection. 

But, we have selected RTD and which is more accurate than thermocouples. Here major drawback of RTD is much 

expensive than other. Thermocouple arrangements are shown in below table.2. 

  
Fig.4. Front View Fig.5. Side View 
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Table.2. Thermocouple Arrangement 

Thermocouple Position Thermocouple Position 

TC 1 Radiator inlet temperature TC 5 Wall in temperature 

TC 2 Radiator top temperature TC 6 Wall back temperature 

TC 3 Radiator mid temperature TC 7 Radiator outlet temperature 

TC 4 Radiator bottom temperature TC 8 Ambient temperature 

Wallsurfece Arrangement: 

   
Fig.6. Black Surface Fig.7. Aluminium Wall Fig.8. Grill Gold Wall 

Energy Flow of the System:  

 
Fig.9. Energy Conservation 

Calculation: 

Total Heat Transfer to the Air by Indirect Method: Qair = (Qconv-w) + (Qconv-R) 

 QAIR= Heat transfer from the wall to air+ Convection heat transfer from radiator to the air. 

Total Heat Transfer to the Air by Indirect Method: QAIR=QTOT-QCOND 

Total Heat Transfer by Using Water as Fluid: QTOT=mw Cpw (TIN-TOUT)  

       mw (mass flow rate of water)=16.8 lt/min, Cpw (specific heat of water at constant pressure)= 4.186 kj/kgk. 

Total Heat Transfer by Using Water with Aloe Vera as Fluid: QTOT=mw Cpw (Tin-Tout) 

mw (mass flow rate of water)=16.8 lt/min, Cpw (specific heat of water with aloe Vera at constant pressure) 

=3.6 kj/ kg k 

Conduction Heat Transfer: QCOND=UA/L (T1-T2) 

 U (overall heat transfer co-efficient) = 0.03, A (area of the wall surface) = (350×500) mm, Thickness of wall 

(L) = 5mm. 

 

3. RESULTS AND COMPARISION 

  
Fig.10. Total Heat Transfer from Radiator with 

Different Fluids 

Fig.11. Heat Loss by Conduction through Wall 

  
Fig.12. Total Heat Transfer to the Air Fig.13. 29mm Air Gap Temperature 
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4. CONCLUSION 

 From this project shows that black coated wall surface which behind the radiator with Aloe Vera as major 

fluid can allow the maximum heat transfer rate from the radiator. Comparison of aloe Vera fluid with water as fluid 

in radiator was simultaneously tested over all wall surfaces. Finally we concluded that black wall surface was much 

better than plain wall, aluminum wall, grill gold wall in radiator heat transfer. However some error has identified in 

the data logger function due to error function. 
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